Peroneal and tibial intraneural ganglion cysts in the knee region: a technical note.
Recent research has resulted in an improved understanding of the pathogenesis and treatment of intraneural ganglia, particularly with respect to the most common form, the peroneal nerve at the fibular neck region. To outline the mechanism for the development and propagation of intraneural ganglia located in the knee region, along with their treatment, as well as highlight how shared principles can be exploited for successful treatment of the more commonly occurring peroneal intraneural ganglia. A surgical approach has been developed for peroneal intraneural cysts based on the pathogenesis. The treatment of the less common tibial intraneural cysts is designed along the same principles. A strategy consisting of (1) disarticulation (resection) of the superior tibiofibular joint (ie, the source), (2) disconnection of the articular branch connection (ie, the conduit), and (3) decompression (rather than resection) of the cyst has improved outcomes and eliminated intraneural recurrences in peroneal intraneural cysts. These same principles and techniques can be applied to the rarer tibial intraneural ganglia derived from the same joint. The mechanism of development and propagation for intraneural cysts in the knee region as well as a surgical technique and its rational are described and illustrated. Understanding the joint-related basis of intraneural cysts leads to simple targeted surgery that addresses the joint, its articular branch, and the cyst. The success of the shared surgical strategy for both peroneal and tibial intraneural ganglia confirms the principles of the unifying articular theory.